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emergency which might arise. By the 5th September 1892 I had
saved the sum of ten pounds with which I opened an account in
the Post Office Savings Bank, into which I paid a weekly sum until
in November 1896, after six years of thrifty effort, I had a capital
of one hundred pounds. The saving of that first hundred pounds
required an almost heroic self-denial.
The work of the C.O.S. involved a detailed study of many
thousands of individual and family circumstances, and this afforded
me, as I had anticipated, a rare opportunity of seeing the problem
of poverty at close quarters, and of measuring its influence upon
many types of human character. As conducted by Grinling, the
Woolwich branch of the C.O.S. became a centre for the social
endeavour of the borough, and the daily procession of the distressed
and damaged victims of social disorder who visited it, made it the
best social school then available for those who desired to under-
stand as well as to help the poor. Many aspects of the work were
depressing beyond belief, and my faith in human nature had to be
sustained by daily recourse to proved sources of spiritual renewal.
The greatest danger to which a social worker is subjected is the
adverse influence which his calling may have upon his own soul.
It is so easy for him, gradually and unconsciously, to drift into a
purely critical and negative attitude, to become a clever social
detective instead of a sympathetic helper, and the number of those
whose practical experience has led them to believe that 'the poor in
a loomp is bad,' is one of the by-products of the social disease.
One had, of course, to be on guard against the plausible liar and
the experienced mendicant.
In theory the C.O.S. employed its agents to make the necessary
inquiries respecting those who applied for help, and their responsi-
bility was limited to supplying a correct report of the discovered
facts, the judgment to be based upon them being a matter for the
committee, and I never heard that any C.O.S. committee outside
Woolwich ever sought or desired the advice of its * inquiry agent'
respecting the treatment of the cases that he had investigated. The
committee of the Woolwich Society was, however, from the stand-
point of C.O.S. theory, woefully unorthodox, for not only did it
frequently invite the personal opinion of its officer, but on occasions
when his duties made it possible it invited him to attend its meetings
and take part in its deliberations.
The orthodox C.O.S. theory was that any one seeking assistance
should be received by a 'voluntary' helper, but never by a paid

